Derivation of Equation 8
Equation 8 can be derived as follows: let us define a projection of C(T), denoted C(T) ij , as the individual term in the cost function sum corresponding to a particular p ij :
Each sensitivity is defined at a zero of its cost function projection: the Hessian is evaluated at p * ij = p ij , where the above equation vanishes to zero. Accordingly, sensitivities (which are second derivatives of the cost function) give the inflection of their corresponding projections at local minima. Taking a small parameter deviation ∆p ij , the expression (∆p ij ) 2 λ sens (p ij ) gives a reasonable estimate of C(T) ij in a neighborhood of p ij . In analogy to the full cost function, which returns the observable deviation summed over all parameters, each cost function projection gives the observable deviation due to perturbation in an individual p ij .
On average, how much will an observable change if N parameters in the transition matrix are perturbed by noise? If parameters were equally uncertain (and thus were equally likely to be "perturbed"), the expected deviation in an eigenvector e, δ(e) , could be defined as
where ∆p again represents the magnitude of a small transition probability perturbation. This expression could be useful as a relative robustness metric between observables: given an arbitrary perturbation, observables with smaller expected deviations could be considered more robust to that perturbation than those incurring larger deviations. However, uncertainties in transition probability parameters do vary from row to row in the transition matrix. Bayesian analysis provides a convenient method to estimate these uncertainties based on the observed count matrix used to generate the model. Using previously developed theory, we can determine relative transition probability uncertainties from the Dirichlet posterior on rows of the transition matrix (1). The posterior on a transition matrix row is given by
where p is a row of the matrix, α ij is a prior Dirichlet distribution parameter, z ij is an observed number of counts, u ij = α ij +z ij , and Z(u) is the Dirichletnormalizing beta function. The covariance of any two parameters in a row has an analytical form, given by
where u 0 is a sum over all Dirichlet counts u ij in the given row i (1, 2). Designating the uncertainty U i of a row i as the sum of its pair-wise covariances, the expected deviation for an observable e is given by:
where ∆p represents the magnitude of a small transition probability perturbation and each U i represents the relative uncertainty in a row of the transition matrix. MSM transition matrix (in explicit solvent). Again, relaxation timescales are defined by the relationship τ relax = −τ lag / log λ, where λ is a transition matrix eigenvalue and τ lag = 10 ns for villin. While we conclude that large eigenvalues show greater robustness to perturbation than do smaller eigenvalues, the trend is reversed for corresponding relaxation timescales due to the 1/ log λ nature of the timescale transformation.
